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280. The idler who does not exert himself when he should, who though young and strong is full of sloth, with a mind full 
of vain thoughts — such an indolent man does not find the path to wisdom. 
281. Let a man be watchful of speech, well controlled in mind, and not commit evil in bodily action. Let him purify these 
three courses of action, and win the path made known by the Great Sage. 
282. Wisdom springs from meditation; without meditation wisdom wanes. Having known these two paths of progress and 
decline, let a man so conduct himself that his wisdom may increase. 
283. Cut down the forest (lust), but not the tree; from the forest springs fear. Having cut down the forest and the 
underbrush (desire), be passionless, O monks!  
284. For so long as the underbrush of desire, even the most subtle, of a man towards a woman is not cut down, his mind is 
in bondage, like the sucking calf to its mother. 
285. Cut off your affection in the manner of a man plucks with his hand an autumn lotus. Cultivate only the path to peace, 
Nibbana, as made known by the Exalted One. 
286. "Here shall I live during the rains, here in winter and summer" — thus thinks the fool. He does not realize the danger 
(that death might intervene). 
287. As a great flood carries away a sleeping village, so death seizes and carries away the man with a clinging mind, 
doting on his children and cattle. 
288. For him who is assailed by death there is no protection by kinsmen. None there are to save him — no sons, nor 
father, nor relatives. 
289. Realizing this fact, let the wise man, restrained by morality, hasten to clear the path leading to Nibbana. 
 

   
 
Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse:  
 
                      The Path 
I think that there is nothing more important to write about than The Path. When we have 
evolved beyond traveling our Path, we are enlightened; fully realized as our true and 

highest nature. At that point, there is no more Path. We have transcended a ‘path’ and experience awareness without 
concepts so, there are no descriptions. There is nothing to say. But while we reflect on life as we live it, we perceive 
ourselves to be ‘on the path’. Sometimes we have clarity of awareness of our highest self and sometimes we forget and we 
get caught again in the stories and dramas. If there truly is inner wisdom guidance that is nudging us this way and that, 
listening and paying attention will undoubtedly make our journey easier.  

Your path may be a traditional one or it may be deeply intuited, but we are all trying to follow our path with awareness 
and to glean wisdom as life events unfold. We are living life from the view of a self story to a Self story – growing from a 
self-focused story that is all about ‘me’ to becoming One with All Beings or One With All that Is.   

Our story is of growing an ego self to becoming a conscious self to developing an awakening Wisdom Self  
To living as Enlightened Awareness, Truth, and Sacred Vastness 

As everyone is truly on this journey, even if they are not yet aware of it, awareness is what makes the great difference in 
how quickly we travel. To recognize the path is a shift of perspective and our point of view. When we hold the view of 
being on an unfolding wisdom path, then we can look back at our life and see an entirely different meaning to everything.  
Our story from conception to death – and maybe on into the next life and the next and the next – is a much bigger picture 
and it then makes sense to us. We can see clearly why the traumas that may have looked like accidents or like  someone 
else doing something ‘to us’ have actually been great learning times With this bigger picture, there are no villains and 
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victims, but everyone is a player with a perfect part in the unfolding story. Out of this view, we can gain valuable 
teachings from each life event. At the time, it might have seemed that we were just wandering around without reason and 
making various wise or unwise decisions but, in truth, we were responding to inner wisdom and all has unfolded perfectly 
to bring us to where we are today. And that today? It is the perfect place to be with the perfect next step waiting to be 
taken.  

I want to emphasize though that some of us in our human family and in our Dharma Friends family have journeyed a 
much more challenging path than others to get to where they are today. No one has had it easy, but we must all have 
compassionate awareness that some have faced incredible obstacles to be where they are now. Some have survived the 
compelling clutches of abuse, poverty, the shaming of society’s prejudices, physical and mental illness, a world of 
violence, loss and despair. I honor each of us for surviving our own personal challenges with an open heart and this wish 
to find meaning. That is our today and, as we dedicate ourselves to growing, our primary motivation is to be able to help 
all the others who are still more or less still lost in their world of great suffering.  

We can look again for guidance to this Dhammpada verse as it shares this wisdom view of The Path. We may read it 
thinking of The Path as a set of rules that we need to follow to help us find stability or we see the teachings tell us of our 
life as a Path. As a guiding path to stability, we are told of the Eightfold Path (of Buddhist foundational teachings) as the 
most perfect path to follow. So we might conceptualize that the teachings are saying that we should practice its guidelines 
of right speech, right action, not hurting others, doing a job that is beneficial and not hurtful, meditating with focus, and 
all of the other helpful hints it offers that lead to a good spiritual life. This is not very different from following the Ten 
Commandments of Christianity, the guiding rules of all major religious, or even our government rules.  Following the 
rules help to keep our lives more orderly and it makes life easier when we have developed a solid foundation. But, that is 
not the entirety of The Path. It is just the very first step of taking responsibility to commit to a spiritual or evolutionary 
path. It is deciding that we want to focus on growth and we recognize that creating stability and less chaos in our lives 
helps us to achieve a higher end. Only with stability and the goal to develop our spiritual awareness, can we then 
undertake the much more subtle challenges of living a wisdom path of awareness, such as the Dhammapada shares with 
us at a more subtle level. It says: "All conditioned things are impermanent" — when one sees this with wisdom, one 
turns away from suffering. This is the path to purification. 
"All conditioned things are unsatisfactory" — when one sees this with wisdom, one turns away from suffering. This is 
the path to purification. 
"All things are not-self" — when one sees this with wisdom, one turns away from suffering. This is the path to 
purification. 
Our path to realization of true self requires great focus, equanimity, wisdom and compassion. It is a great and noble path 
but one that each of us can complete with practice and dedication.  

 
Zen is not thought, the path has no achievement; yet if not thought it is 
not Zen, and without achievement, it is not the path. At this point, where 
do you arrive? When you have cut through your conceptual faculty, 
how do you discriminate? When you do not fall into consciousness, how 
do you approach? As soon as you get into the clusters and elements, 
you are already a lifetime away. - Huai-tang 
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     A MEDITATION – The Path 

What would it be for each step we take and each choice we make to be dedicated to achieving  the qualities of peace, 
nonviolence, and awakening in our life and in the lives of all that we meet along the way?  Gandhi said, "My life is my 
message." We can each live that message too by choosing to live in ways that will bring blessings to our life and to the 
world.  

Following The Path – is to begin a spiritual walk as the way to live the rest of our life. Consider this meditation as a 
dedication or re-dedication to living our life with awareness. 

Meditate…. 

Sit in quiet and focused meditation for as long as you wish. Follow your breath to find focus if 
that helps. When you feel ready, dedicate your time following meditation to your own awakening 
in order to benefit others. In your own way, say a prayer that asks that you become a being of 
peace and nonviolence. Ask that all that know you, who see you, or who even hear or read your 
name be delivered from suffering and find peace and healing. Now, stand up. 

Walk in awareness meditation. .. 

Feel the rising and setting down of one foot after another. Notice the movement of your arms and hands if you reach for 
something, or as you walk. Notice if a thought arises that urges you towards one thing or another. Just watch.  

Have no agenda…  

If external events urge you in one direction or another, surrender and watch as movement unfolds. Perhaps you are able to 
go outside or to walk down a hallway. It makes no difference where you go. Simply stay aware and watch where you walk 
and watch what arises in your world. Take it all in.  

There is no right or wrong way to do this meditation. Just stay aware. 

If your unfolding takes you to mealtime, so be it. Eat with awareness. 

If your unfolding takes you round and round your cell, so be it. Walk with awareness. 

If you unfolding takes you to a class or places you in a group of people, so be it. Be fully present to them all with 
awareness. 

When you end your ‘official meditation time’, remember to dedicate your meditation focus to your continuing growth and 
awakening and to benefit others.  

Reflect … on how everything unfolded effortlessly. Hopefully, you felt a tug to go this way or that but it did not leave 
you frozen and immobilized, thinking that maybe you should go right rather than left. Hopefully, some inner sense nudged 
you and then nudged you again without much thought at all. But you were watching – you were tracking everything. And, 
most importantly, you were awareness following the Path of your journey.  

Now, may we all live our lives with such great clarity, dedicated to benefitting others.  
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From Your Letters 

Your own practice can show you the truth. Your own experience is all that counts. 

- Bhante Henepola Gunaratana, "Mindfulness in Plain English" 

Thank you…. I want to thank so many of you who have helped to support Compassion Works for All and Dharma 
Friends through your writings, your gifts to others, and through your financial donations to our continuing efforts. For some of you in 
prisons, donations of stamps and the few dollars you are able to earn mean a great deal to us. We have been offering Dharma Friends 
newsletter each month to all of you for almost thirteen years now! And this past year, we added JustUsFriends.org on line for those 
with internet access. For those of you in prison, we hope that when you get out you will find it supportive to you. Tell your friends and 
family about it now though. It has an abundance of helpful videos and articles. We are always happy to get your ideas of what we 
might add to any of our efforts, so please let us know. 

We will be starting our annual 
fundraising campaign soon so that 
we can keep our newsletters coming 
to you. If you know people who 
would like to help support us, please 
send them to our JustUsFriends.org 
site and they can make a donation on 
the PayPal button. Thanks so much!!  

For Thanksgiving - Practice being grateful – it brings balance to your brain and body 

There is nothing better that you can do to bring harmony and health to your brain and body than to let go of all that angers you and to 
practice gratefulness. Sometimes we have to force ourselves a bit, but where we place our focus is always a choice. Out of that choice, 
we write the next step of our path and therefore, our future!  

Such human qualities as morality, compassion, decency, wisdom and so forth have been the foundations of all civilizations. 
These qualities must be cultivated and sustained through systematic moral education in a conductive social environment, so 
that a more humane world may emerge. - His Holiness the Dalai Lama 

A poem from JD 
 
The letter you sent me,  
filled me with aspiration. 
Your words lifted me up,  
with real inspiration. 
You inspired me to look, 
deeper into my soul.  
To see that life is better,  
with Dharma as my goal. 
I’m just a beginner,  
in the Buddhism way. 
I’m going to do my best,  
as I live out each day. 
Because of the Dharma,  
I now have a new friend. 
I’m really looking forward,  
to the next letter you send. 
 

Streams in the desert – A Poem (sent) by K.R. 
 
Dear soul, be still! 
Be still! Just now be still! 
Something thy soul hath never heard, 
Something unknown to any song of bird, 
Something unknown to any wind, or wave, or star. 
A message from the Fatherland afar, 
That with sweet joy the homesick soul shall thrill, 
Cometh to thee if thou cannot be still. 
Be Still! Just now be still! 
There comes a presence very mild and sweet’ 
White are the sandals of His noiseless feet. 
It is the Comforter whom Jesus sent 
To teach thee what the words He uttered meant. 
The willing, waiting spirit He doth fill 
If thou would’st hear His message. 
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"Gandhi talks about meditation being as important to the nonviolent soldier as drill practice is to the conventional soldier.  
Nonviolence doesn't just happen.  You don't just suddenly walk into the middle of conflict and know what to do. I've discovered 
that the people who impress me with their nonviolent behavior in violent situations are inevitably people who have trained 
themselves and been involved in nonviolent strategies for a while.  You can't do it in a weekend workshop...one must accept 
nonviolence as a form of fighting, and that's very hard for people to understand.   
However, compassion and joy can be as contagious as war fever."  Joan Baez 
 
From K.E.- excerpted from a letter to Kristopher: Greetings once again, my friend. I hope this letter finds you in good 
health and the best of spirits.  
 I am doing well, as well as can be expected given the circumstances. I have been extremely busy the last couple of weeks as I 
have been helping prepare for a Christmas banquet on Dec. 6th for the organizations of which I am a member. I can’t recall if I had 
ever mentioned my affiliation with a civic organization here at the prison. We are called BBOA, the acronym of Benevolent Brothers 
of Allen (Allen Correctional Center, hence the Allen). We are a non-denominational group of fellows working really hard to bring 
some positive to an otherwise negative environment. We conduct Individual Development classes on a plethora of issues; i.e. - conflict 
resolution, character building, parenting, etc. 
 I was very hesitant when I was first recruited to become a member. Yes, I was recruited by the current president of our club. 
Nearly everyone else joins through a prospective membership drive. I don’t mean to say that in an overly proud way, just as an 
indication that others have noticed a positive in my conduct that hasn’t always been there. I was leery at first because 1. The club is 
nearly all African-American, and 2. Predominantly Muslim. The hesitation began because I wondered exactly what interest a bunch of 
black Muslims has in me. As I’ve grown with the organization, I’ve come to realize that my suspicions were unfounded. They are just 
a group of guys sincerely looking for working solutions to curb recidivism and instill a better view of life than the one they are used 
to. 
 At any rate, we are having a banquet for our membership and families on the 6th. We fund it through our sale of concessions 
once a month in the visitation shed (there are 3 other clubs for the respective weekends). I’ve been helping to prepare our program 
guide, as well as other paperwork, as well as co-authoring a skit, of sorts, to be performed at the banquet. 
 Oh, I very much appreciated the “New Zen Reader” you sent last month. I’ve never read very much on the Zen traditions, 
having gotten most of my material on Tibetan Buddhist traditions. I thought, perhaps my mention of a Jiza led you to believe I 
practiced Zen. No, my carving was never intended to be a Jizo, though that is what it appears as. Being all I have, it is what I use. 
 I’ve studied mostly on the Tibetan traditions - Liberation Prison Project in San Francisco, affiliated with FPMT, has been 
wonderful in providing me books and I am near completion of the “Myth of Freedom” correspondence course offered by the Ratna 
Foundation in Boulder, CO. The Myth of Freedom was written by Chogyam Trungpa, Rinpoche, founder of the Shambhala tradition. I 
recently became a bit disenfranchised with the remarks made by one of the coordinators who scores and responds to my test questions. 
I’d mentioned in a letter about writing you, as well as the help I receive from LPP; that LPP was putting me in contact with a month at 
the Tzongkhapa Institute in Pomaia, Italy for purposes of Dharma support. The coordinator chastised me for not adhering to one 
tradition, rather vehemently I might add. I understood his point about transmission through lineages and all, but I am in prison. My 
instruction isn’t a personal relationship, nor will it anytime soon become one. I have 11 years left to do on my sentence. I started at 
first as I read this letter, thinking what gives - I am trying my best. I am doing my very best to practice in a prison with no other 
Buddhists, relying solely on external support. I wage battles with myself on a daily basis trying to take my seat, trying to cultivate the 
self-discipline and resolve that a self-indulgent and impulsive past kept me from. It isn’t my wish to harangue, forgive me. 
 The fact is that I’m still very much learning the proper methods and techniques of Buddhist practice. I am not afforded the 
opportunity to seek a personal teacher to guide me through the intricacies of the games ego plays on my mind. Moreover, I have to 
develop ploys to outwit the ego. I have recently even discussed fasting practices with several Muslim brothers in BBOA. They fast for 
Ramadan, and I’m seeking to learn about Tibetan observations of holidays, fasting times, etc. All of this is an effort to build further 
practices that will immerse me further into discipline. 
 But I rant! 
 Kristopher, I don’t know if it is just me, perhaps you have some insight, but I’ve become increasingly aware of a strange 
phenomenon lately. As I progress in my readings, study and contemplation and meditation, very profound questions arise as a result. 
The oddity is that when a question arises, an answer, or at the very least, a direction to look, appears out of nowhere. No, my friends, I 
haven’t lost it. An example, for clarification: Several weeks ago, I was delving into some material on impermanence, or emptiness, if 
you will. Being of Western education, I began contemplating the scientific facts of the atom and molecular structure - undeniably 
material constructs. How could these be empty, non-existent? How do you battle science, tired and replicable facts, right? 
 Well, several days later, I was given the opportunity to search through the education storeroom here in the prison for some 
material for a Spanish speaking person I’m trying to help in school. As I went through the boxes, I stumbled across a box with several 
seemingly new books. One particular book caught my attention. It was entitled “The Mind and The Brain”, by Jeffrey M Schwartz and 
Sharon Begly. I figured it to be a book on psychiatry or the sort. Interesting, I thought. It had a catchy cover, as well, appealing to my 
consumerist conditioning. I asked to borrow it. It was given to me. 
 So, I began the book. Several pages in, the subject of Buddhist meditation and the practice of Right Effort comes up. Wow! I 
went on, more enthusiastically now. Kristopher, the whole book is about the meeting of psychiatry and physics through integration 
with mindfulness trainings. The point being that this book directed me toward a better understanding of the question I’d raised 
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concerning emptiness. 
 How’s that for uncanny. A question arises and an answer soon finds a way to meet me. Is the Dharma stalking me? If you 
have a chance, I suggest the book for reading by anyone with inclinations, residual or more blatant, towards materialistic reduction. It 
will definitely provoke some thoughts! 
 I leave you with that, as well as my continued gratitude. I hope by February to be able to repay that kindness by way of a 
small donation to DF. My incentive wages kick in in January. Thank you so much. Blessings to you and everyone. 
 
Anyone who, even for a second, feels a pure, clear confidence on hearing the truth will experience immeasurable happiness. 
Why? Because, at that moment, that person is not caught up in the concept of a self or a living being or a life span. He is not 
caught up in concepts about the world, nor is he caught up in concepts about nothingness. He does not take any notice of the 
idea that this is a sign, or this or that is not a sign. For if you are caught up in ideas, then you will be caught up in the self. 
And even if you are caught up in ideas about nothingness, you will still be caught up in the self. That's why we should not 
get attached to the belief that things either exist or do not exist. This is the hidden meaning when I say that my teachings are 
a raft to be abandoned when you see true being. - Diamond Sutra 

From D.W.: Kristopher, hello, and greetings.  . . . then I read my Dharma Friends.  Normally, I wouldn't even bother, but for some 
reason, the letter from D.T.H., issue #148, managed to rub me wrong on SEVERAL levels.  Perhaps it's my own ignorance, or 
something, but I don't know.  First, D.T.H. Has been “indirectly” seeking a mala, but once he saw a catalog, he needed to “possess” 
these 'sacred Tibetan Prayer Beads.'  He thought “I NEED 'EM.”  WHY?  Where does suffering come from? 

Next, he discovers that the mala beads are made from the bones of a monk – allegedly.  Again, perhaps it's me, but I find this 
morbid.  I don't approve of relic hunters.  I understand a ritualistic aspect of having a mala for ceremonies, but I don't see where some 
individual would need something like this – for personal use.  It makes no sense, and seems a little hypocritical.  Again, this is just ME 
talking, and I admit that it could be my ignorance that leads to my bias. 

Further, if D.T.H. Is willing to sell everything he owns for a “string of bones,” then why not do it for the plenty?  Don't worry 
about some monks bones – become a monk – and dedicate his own bones.  I mean, what kind of attitude is THAT?  This sounds more 
like a “Hey, lookee what I got!” scenario, more than a desire to practice!  Do the mala beads matter, or the practice itself?  Again, I'm 
just asking. 

Then, D.T.H. Wants to know if they actually make malas from bones.  (I'm afraid that THIS was MY first question/reaction.)  
And whether they “appear to be real” based on their picture on the web-site.  I found this to be morbid – at BEST.  As D.T.H. Didn't 
want to wait too long, or to get “fake” ones.  This, without even knowing if bones are even USED,  If it was done, or still is, I would 
assume that they would be sacred to other monks of his/her order, and not meant for morbid little relic hunters. 

D.T.H. goes on to request information from the Dakinis.  Is this guy for REAL?  This guy sounds like an ego gone wild!  Just 
reading this limited letter, I walk away with an impression from D.T.H., and that is wrong of me.  I try to see the best twist on this, but 
I can't help but see some guy with his groovy new one-of-a-kind monk-bone mala, divining his “secret” knowledge, with his nose up 
in the air. 

My mala is made of plain wood.  They were personalized by a friend, and blessed by the Dalai Lama, and given to me by 
MY Lama.  I don't know the Dalai Lama, but I am grateful to him, but I do know my Lama, and my friend, and I am grateful to them 
too.  If others can benefit from knowledge, I would give it to them.  I have no problem explaining Buddhism, Karma, Samsara, and 
Practices as I see it. 

“Let go of all wandering thoughts, and attachments.  Be at peace with ALL.  If you have come here to help me, you are 
wasting your time.  But if you have come because your liberation is tied up with mine, then let us work together.”  Lilla Watson 

D.T.H., I would ask you why it is so important for you to feel “ABOVE” everyone else?  Perhaps you should look more to 
your Practice, than your mala, and desire for “secret” knowledge.  There is an abundance of plain ol' ordinary knowledge out there, if 
you choose to seek it.  Even among the “others.” 

Sorry, I just got a little annoyed with that.  The port-o-potty is a good example.  I'm far from “good,” and I can't even define 
“plus,” but there are some things that just rub me raw.  In all honesty, it was due to MY practice that I was even CIVIL.  My first 3 – 5 
letters weren't.  HA!  I took a little time.  My knee-jerk reaction was . . . well, UN-nice.  I tend to get a “read” off of something, and go 
with it.  Not always the best of ideas.  HA!   

Take care, and be blessed! 
 
 

"We must be the change we wish to see in the world."  Gandhi 
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From Gary Hallford: Dear Sangha Members: 
Those who have read this newsletter for a while will probably recognize my name; if not, no matter. Rather than provide 

some form of detailed discourse on esoteric Dharma principles, this letter will cut to the chase and bring two critical issues before your 
eyes: Money and Warfare. 

The first issue involves the absolute necessity of bringing some “financial relief” to assorted “Non-Profit” Organizations who 
have been helping countless prisoners nationwide. What each group stands for, and their importance to our personal growth, is for 
each individual to assess for themselves. But, regardless of which groups you identify, we have a MORAL OBLIGATION to help 
them “stay afloat” within any economic crisis. 

Like most of the readership, I am indigent and rarely obtain any assistance from the “outside”. When I receive postage 
stamps, the vast majority are sent to these organizations to help their ongoing expenses. I have personally lobbied people in 
NINETEEN STATES and OVER A DOZEN COUNTRIES, to contribute/subscribe/pledge grants to, or otherwise help the noted 
groups out. I have never used postage to purchase food/tobacco/drugs/alcohol/etc, however, I have witnessed THOUSANDS of other 
prisoners do the exact thing that sent them to prison in the first place, without any thought of who they could be helping, or why… 

Therefore, I PERSONALLY CHALLENGE each reader to look into their own “resources”, and contribute whatever is 
possible for they continued existence of Dharma Friends, and any other group you have a personal relationship with. TIMES ARE 
TOUGH, but so are we. There are OVER TWO MILLION PRISONERS in this country…, if each prisoner sent 
$1.00/week/month/year/???…, to the group(s) we feel deserver our support, imagine the possibilities… 

Secondly, the First Bodhisattva Precept is clear: Refrain from killing. Currently, the United States Military is bombing 
villages in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iraq with Drone Aircraft (essentially, this involves someone playing Nintendo from long 
distance, with no “personal threat”…) While I can not endorse warfare for the convoluted reasons involved in this bizarre conflict, I 
PERSONALLY REFUSE TO ACCEPT “REMOTE CONTROL” COMBAT. Under what auspices can you possibly justify 
having some person in Colorado?, North Dakota?, Guam?, or any other indirect place, direct bombing of impoverished villages? Kill 
one “target” while also killing 20-100 civilians? While the Nintendo Warrior might return home each night safely, those on the ground 
do not have that luxury…and should they be Innocents, does “Oops!” have any legitimacy? NOT EVEN CLOSE… 

Please contact all Congressmen and the President, demanding the end to this immoral slaughter. Sitting quietly in the corner 
won’t help much here: ACTION IS REQUIRED… 

May Peace Come Soon, 
 

 
Dealing with Conflict: The Forty-First Case, Blue Cliff Record sent by Dharma Friend, 
Vanshidhara Anadaati 

Esoteric teachings can be real mind-benders.  They can also be instructive in real life, in 
simple ways.  The Blue Cliff Record (Pi Yen Lu), is a central text in Chinese Ch’an Buddhism, called 
Zen in Japan.  This branch of Mahaayana thought focuses on dhyana (Ch’an, Zen), or contemplation.   

The Blue Cliff Record is famous as the ancient source of many Zen koans, or public 
propositions.  These are questions posed by teachers to adepts which cannot be resolved by normal 
intellectual means, that is, they have no ‘right answer,’ but must be understood by intuitive and 
experiential means.  Jao Jou’s ‘Man Who Has Died the Great Death,’ is the name of the forty-first of 
100 ‘cases-in-point.’  Each case has a ‘pointer,’ which brings up the central points, the ‘case,’ which is 
a record of a k’ung-an or koan, followed by ‘notes,’ which are the taunts and critiques of the ‘case,’ 
because all propositions are ‘dusts,’ things we make up in our minds.  And last, there is the 

‘commentary’ and a verse.  The ‘notes’ and ‘commentary’ can be tough going except for those trained in the symbols and literature of 
Buddhism.  Still, let’s look at what can be learned initially: (after translation by Thomas Cleary and J.C. Cleary, with Taezan Maezumi 
Roshi) 
Pointer 
Where right and wrong are mixed, even the sages cannot know, when going against and with, . . . even the Buddhas cannot know.  
One who is a person detached from the world, who transcends convention, reveals the abilities of a great one who stands out in a 
crowd.  He walks on thin ice, runs on a sword’s edge. . . .  Who is an expert? As a test, I’m citing this case, look! 
Case 
Jao Jou asked Tou Ze, “How is it when one who has died the great death returns to life?” 
Tou Ze said, “He must not go by night: he must get there in daylight.” 

How practical can advice be?!  We are continually confronted by situations in life where one’s choices are a mix of good and 
bad potential results.  Also, we are often engaged in interactions where there is conflict, but both parties are right and wrong in 
different ways.  How do we resolve such things?  How do we remain Buddhist, follow the Eightfold Path, stay on the Middle Way?  
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Sometimes we can tease out the right and wrong and pick our way through.  Sometimes, there is no clean resolution available, at least 
not in the temporary sense.  Like the old saying goes, “Sometimes, you’re darned if you do and darned if you don’t.” 

Say someone keeps doing something really troublesome to you.  It is not something they truly need to do, and it brings you 
harm.  At first, you may just want to confront the person, but they are not in a cooperative mood.  Maybe it is someone who has power 
and can hurt you, or make more trouble.  So, you think, “He really needs to stop this.  But, I don’t want to hurt his feelings or make 
him angry.  I don’t need more trouble.  He isn’t being honest about how he is behaving.”  It goes on like this.  Since we are raised to 
think in terms of black and white, we expect a clean, simple solution.  When it starts to get complicated and grey, we get frustrated 
and upset.  We desire simple and now.  We are faced with complicated and long-term.  Here is our suffering. 

What to do?  To die the great death and come back to life means to achieve Buddhahood and return for the salvation of 
others.  In darkness, we grope around for solutions to our conflicts.  We have to light the lamp of Dharma to find our way, just like 
Tou Ze says. 

Return to the conflict now with the eightfold path and the six perfections in mind.  Eightfold path is: right views, right 
intentions, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right contemplation.  You know your view is 
right by checking the other 7 in regard to your view.  You know your conduct is right by checking the other 7 in regard to your 
conduct, and so on.  So, to ensure right view, you make sure your intentions are compassionate and without self or attachments to 
ideas, and the same with speech, conduct, and so on.  Failing one weakens the others, and strengthening one strengthens all.  Just keep 
trying to remain this way about all things, and you are on the right track. 

The Six Perfections are liberality, ethics and manners, patience, effort, meditative concentration, and awareness.  These 
work much like the aspects of the eightfold path do, and have the same qualities.  You can study more about this in The Jewel 
Ornament of Enlightenment, a Tibetan classic of the 14th century by the great Gampopa.  The Eightfold Path is explained in the 
Foundations of the Kingdom of Righteousness suutra (Dhammachakkappavattanasutta), and the Footprints of the Law 
(Dhammapada), as well as other sutras.  The Dhammapada is a wonderful compendium of examples that describe the qualities of 
the eightfold path, forming the footprints (pada) as we walk on the middle path of the dharma. 

In the right view, if someone presents you with conflict, there is probably both a legitimate rub as a root cause, plus there are 
the other person’s ‘hang-ups.’  We all have our own legitimate gripes, which we mix up with our personal mental junk, but we mostly 
present both at once in a heated situation.  Right view knows that there is something to give on, something to take, and things to leave 
alone.  Right intention says you should approach your response with compassion, and the knowledge that there is not an innocent or 
guilty party, but two people with gripes and illusions.  Speech, conduct, effort, livelihood, mindfulness, and contemplation arising 
from this root will move in the right direction.  Right contemplation and mindfulness will help give you the ability to take a deep 
breath and calm yourself before thinking and responding. 
“The right way to go is easy. 
Begin right and you will go easy. 
Go easy and you will remain right. 
The right way to go easy is not clinging to the right way 

And not clinging to ‘easy.”   -Lao Ze 
(I substituted ‘not clinging’ for the translation ‘to forget.’  The 
Chinese literally reads ‘not 
hold/remember/obsess/memorialize/fetch/frequent (v.)) 

 
One should not imagine oneself to be one with the eye or independent of it or the owner of it. The same with the ear and all 
the other senses, including the mind. Nor should one imagine oneself to be identical with the world or contained in it or 
independent of it or the owner of it. In this way, free from imagining, one no longer clings to the things of the world. When 
one no longer clings, there is no more agitation, insecurity, and worry. Being no longer worried, one can reach into the 
depths of oneself and understand that where there has been loss there is now fulfillment.  - Samyutta Nikaya 

Subscription information: I have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. I am so happy to have a 
vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly important to 
remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that samsara is suffering for us 
all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure. For anyone who is not in prison and who would 
like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, here is what to do. The fee is $30 for one year. Mail a check or money order made out to 
Compassion Works for All: and send to Compassion Works for All, Dharma Friends subscriptions, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, 
AR. 72217-7708. This amount covers the subscription for you and a partial subscription for a prisoner. I also want to acknowledge the 
enormous generosity of many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support and appreciation. Far more important 
than anything material are the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part of this sangha of Dharma Friends. I 
think that many feel less alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and space to each other. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 
SOME NEW OPTIONS: I shared in past issues of Dharma Friends that we are trying to be mindful of $$$ in order to keep 

publishing our newsletter, as we scramble to get additional funding.  
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Here are some ways that you can help us.  
• Keep us apprised of your address changes. Most of you have been very good at this and we hardly have any returned issues.  
• If you are receiving Dharma Friends but do not read it or know someone else who does not read their issues, either donate them 

to your library, or write and tell us to take you off the Dharma Friends list. Now, some have written and said that others need 
them more than they do so take their name off. Don’t be too generous!! WE WANT YOU TO KEEP GETTING DHARMA 
FRIENDS IF IT IS HELPFUL TO YOU!  

• If you have family or friends, tell them that you receive support from Dharma Friends and we would be very grateful for any 
donations that they might make. I know that most of you have very little money but we are enormously appreciative when some 
of you have made donations as well, and for the stamps many of you have sent. 

• If you know of anyone who funds philanthropic programs that are rehabilitative or supportive of  those in prisons, send a copy of 
Dharma Friends to them and ask if they would consider reading a funding proposal from us. If so, connect us to them!  

 
Also: We are encouraging those who are not in prison and who have the ability to receive their issues by Email to let us know. Of 
course, we can send these issues for no printing and no mailing costs, while generating more interest and support in the newsletter. 
Most of you in prison cannot do this, of course, but if you are a chaplain reading this who has email and can print copies off for your 
library, that would be helpful. Or – if you have family or friends who might like to receive Dharma Friends as well, they can send a 
donation of $30 or more to us and receive Dharma Friends by email plus get a tax deduction receipt because we are not mailing a 
paper newsletter. It is important for us to keep those in prisons connected to society, and most especially to their families and friends. 
We greatly value the opportunity to bring a loving community of support to those who are connected to people in prison as they are 
often made to feel uncomfortable by society. If those you love receive Dharma Friends too, think of the common growth that you 
would share and the bond that could develop. So, you might suggest Dharma Friends as something your friends and family might 
like to donate to and receive via email.  
 
Know that we are continuing non-stop efforts to secure funding so that we can all benefit from the loving and supportive Dharma 
Friends community you have all created. Thank you for all that you give to all of us.  

Email issues of Dharma Friends are free to the friends and family of those in prison – spread the word!!  
Have your family email us and be sure to have them give us your name, so we know who sent them to us.  

AND – if you leave prison, send us your email address when you get one (you can use a computer free in the library and 
set up a free email account) and you can get Dharma Friends free via email too.  

Wonderful People doing Great Things! Dharma Friends offering books that they 
wrote…  
A book by one of our Dharma Friends  – Lawrence King. This book came out a few months ago. It is called What The 
Hell Were You Thinking! and is a collection of many of his writings and adventures through the years, including writings that he has 
shared with you in Dharma Friends. Here is the address if you want to get a copy of the book. Lawrence King, PO Box 1831, 
Boulder, Co. 80306. I have to let you negotiate with him about prices, mailing, etc. And Lawrence has another book coming out 
shortly. 
 
And Another Book by  our Dharma Friend, Meru Po. It is - Shoshinge: Hymn of True Faith by Venerable Meru Po, Sensei   
Rev. Po Van Orden #33321, Central Arizona Correctional Facility, PO Box 9600; #503, Florence, AZ. 85132-9699   Wonderful Pure 
Land teachings. Again, contact him for information about how to order the book. 

 

We should not seek revenge on those who have committed crimes against us, or 
reply to their crimes with other crimes. We should reflect that by the law of 
karma, they are in danger of lowly and miserable lives to come, and that our duty 
to them, as to every being, is to help them to rise towards Nirvana, rather than let 
them sink to lower levels of rebirth.                   - His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
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  Book of Knowledge - Omar’s dream: 

From BT.   Dear DF, 

 First of all, thank you for your monthly booklet of great inspiration and light. It helps soften the rigidness 
of incarceration to read such spiritual words. 
 In your January 2009 issue #144, you ask for books that offer “great crash courses in wordly skills”. Here 
is my recommendation:  “Three Cups of Tea” by Greg Morteson, is a significant spark which ignites 
inspiration for positive change. It is a true store of a modern day mountain climber/world adventurer who, guided 
by his compassion, brings education to the least likely - young children (even girls) in Taliban oppressed regions of 
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Think of Sire Edmond Hillary and his expeditions up Mt. Everest. 
 With his deep compassionate heart, his Don Quixote style of impractical idealism, Greg Morteson 
preservers by acting out his relentless hope while demonstrating integrity. Without money, fame or power, he 

follows his sincere hope to construct schools for children to obtain more options in life than the Taliban strictly restrict them to 
achieve. Many obstacles, many life and death dangers confront him while he progresses toward his goal. Still, a constant drive to 
accomplish his heart-filled dream pulls him into political, business and diplomatic action. His goal is to embolden every day tribal 
members of a society to end oppressive, extreme ruling and instead chose to develop/enhance an intelligence that empowers children 
to grow up to be scientists, engineers, artists, architects, teachers, doctors or whatever they may choose to become.  
 The book tells the story of how even far-fetched ideas, if grounded in the art of helping others, can manifest into reality. It 
inspires the reader with endless hope and gives good examples of how to be a wise and caring diplomat in foreign lands. I’m sure our 
new president, Mr. Obama and his chosen cabinet members, if they haven’t already, could learn much wisdom from this gem of a 
book. Actually, all who read it will learn how to make friends with people we don’t know, even who we are fearful of. 
 In the Middle East, when you meet a stranger, the first cup of tea you drink with him, his is still a stranger. The second cup of 
tea, he becomes a friend. By drinking three cups of tea together, the stranger transforms into a close family member - a person you 
would do anything for - even die for - even live for. 
 It is hope for a more peaceful, more tolerant world which motivates people into positive action. This book inspires readers to 
look inside ourselves and discover the compassion of our highest being… and allow it to drive us into the world of our good, innocent 
dreams. Manifesting a world full of peace and endless hope for a healthier way to live on Earth and in our hearts, I think our Buddha 
nature shines more brilliantly. May this book, “Three Cups of Tea”, inspire and uplift you to become involved with compassionate 
acts of kindness that ignites positive change. 
 With endless hope and unwavering faith. 
p.s. - In the end of the book we learn that over 100 schools have been built and it is currently working to build more - all the while, 
empowering people with skills and responsibility. Namaste 
 
A good motivation is what is needed: compassion without dogmatism, without complicated philosophy; just understanding 
that others are human brothers and sisters and respecting their human rights and dignities. That we humans can help each 
other is one of our unique human capacities.   - His Holiness the Dalai Lama 

From H.H.: Dear Kristopher, Thank you for the beautiful postcard you have sent me. I have received the welcome packet and the 
Dharma Friends newsletter. I want to take this peaceful moment to thank you, Anna, Linda, Chelle, Mara and all of the others that 
are involved with its production. I'm so very sure that the distribution of it brings guidance for peace of mind and enlightenment to 
inmates all over the country [world]. We all must practice diligently in order to attain inner peace and enlightenment. Thank you again 
for all of the help you provided for all of the inmates on their path to a spiritual awakening. May all of you be blessed with inner peace 
and happiness and all of your sufferings be taken away with a single breath.  
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A poem from K.R.: “In a Far Away Land” 
 
In a far away land… 
Time isn’t against man, 
Ignorance never expand, 
Greed is buried in the sand 
And 
Kindness is the drug found throughout the land. 
 
In a far away land… 
Aids doesn’t exist, 
Racism is erased, 
Crime isn’t common place 
And 

Love overpowers hate. 
 
In a far away land… 
Illegitimate children aren’t created, 
Right and wrong isn’t debated, 
Brute force is never applied 
And 
Doubt and faith don’t collide. 
 
In a far away land… 
It’s impossible to tell a lie, 
People don’t cry 
And 
Dreams never die. 

 

"Great ideas...come into the world as gently as doves...if we listen attentively, we shall hear, amid the uproar...a faint flutter of 
wings, the gentle stirring of life and hope.  Some say that this hope lies in a nation; others, in a man.  I believe rather that it is 
awakened, revived, nourished by millions of solitary individuals whose deeds and works every day negate... the crudest implications 
of history.  As a result there shines forth fleetingly the ever threatened truth that each and every one of us, on the foundation of 
our own sufferings and joys, builds for all."-- Albert Camus 
 

Compassion Works for All/ Dharma Friends 
PO Box 7708 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72217-7708  
Webpage: dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com 

RELIGIOUS MATERIAL                             Permit NO. 160 
Non-Profit organization 
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Little Rock, AR. 

 
 

"Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakens."  -Carl Gustav Jung 
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LAMA THARCHIN RINPOCHE and LAMA YESHE WANGMO  
will be in Austin Texas to present a workshop  

November 20‐22: Heart of Freedom ‐ The Pure Expanse of Space 
Teachings and Yeshe Tsogyal empowerment 

Location: Clear Spring Yoga Studio, 605 Copeland Street, Austin, Texas 78704 
http://www.clearspringstudio.com 

More info at www.jnanasukha.org or email registrar@jnanasukha.org or call toll free (888) 517‐7121 
 

 
 

Invitation to Hawaii Gathering 

with Joel & Michelle Levey 
Feb. 27 to March 7th, 2010 

Big Island of Hawaii 
 

Aloha Dear Friends, Colleagues, and Subscribers, 
As the first leaves begin to change color in the Northwest and the evenings grow more cool, our thoughts turn 

again toward the warm hearts and warm winds of Hawaii, and we write to invite you to join us in AlohaLand for a most 
special gathering with us on the Big Island of Hawaii, February 27th to March 7th, 2010 - cosponsored by of the 
Compassionate Action Network. Your hosts for this gathering are Dr. Joel & Michelle Levey who have had an intimate 
connection with the Hawaiian people and Islands for over 30 years. 

The theme for this year's winter gathering~ Awakening Compassion in Action- will center around a wealth of 
wisdom practices for cultivating and affirming the life-giving forces most essential in our lives to thrive with resilience in 
these most exciting and challenging times. 

This gathering will offer a rich blend of inner and outer explorations within the supportive circle of a 
contemplative community and the nurturing natural wonderland of the Island of Hawaii's sacred and beautiful sites. 

This is a special opportunity to malama our spirit together. Malama is a Hawaiian word meaning to "deeply 
nurture or care for" as in... 
... to Malama the A'ina (the land and all beings living with the earth) 
... to Malama the Keiki (the children) 
... to Malama our Ohana (our extended family by lineage and heart connection.) 
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We will gather in the Aloha Spirit as a community of kindred spirits awakening together on the adventure of a 
lifetime on the Island of Hawaii, the "Healing Island." 

Through dialogue, meditation, deep reflection, and exploration, we'll discover and share insights and themes at the 
heart and soul of our lives, work, and relationships. Inspired by living closer to the rhythms and cycles of nature, and by 
explorations into the depths of our selves and the wonders of our natural world, our understanding of deep ecology, True 
Nature, profound transformational work, and compassion in action will also be deepened as a blessing to our lives ~ and 
for all whose lives we touch along The Way. 

See complete details on this gathering posted at: 
http://web.me.com/levey1/AlohaLand_Gathering/CAN_Gathering_in_Hawaii.html 

We also invite you to explore the Compassionate Action Network website - and to become involved in this 
exceptional community of people around the globe engaged in good works on behalf of humanity. 
http://my.compassionateactionnetwork.com/xn/detail/2386694:Event:23863 
~ 
For a memorable and life-affirming winter vacation or retreat in the Aloha Spirit we invite you to consider a visit to our 
Sanctuary on the Big Island of Hawaii. For more information, visit:  KohalaSanctuary.com 

Also you are welcome to join us for A Special Gathering of Friends of the Compassionate Action Network 
in Hawaii   - Feb. 27 - March 7th 

We also welcome your invitations to offer special workshops or programs for your community or organization on 
themes related to: Wisdom At Work; Change Resilience; Developing Community Resilience; Meditation & Medicine; 
Living in Balance; Urban Meditation Retreats; Mind-Fitness & ExtraOrdinary Performance; and other related themes. 
Contact us to explore the possibilities. 
 
At Compassion Works for All ‐ We have BOOKS FOR SALE – for Holiday gift giving:  

 

MINDFUL MONEY by LINDA BESSETTE 

Mindful Money allows us to be fully present and aware of our money issues. Mindful Money teaches us to be conscious 
and responsible stewards of our resources so that money is a healthy vehicle to reach life’s goals rather than our captor. 

ENJOY! ‐‐as Linda says to us each month as we receive our current Dharma Friends issue! Linda has graciously offered 
to donate a portion of the proceeds of all books sold through Dharma Friends back to Compassion Works for All.  

Email Linda (lbessette33@comcast.net) if you want a copy of MINDFUL MONEY. Or send your check $15 – plus $5 
handling fees, to: Compassion Works for All, Mindful Money, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas  72217‐7708 
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 Also Remember Mara Leveritt’s books! 
The Boys on the Tracks: Death, Denial, and a Mother’s Crusade to Bring Her Son’s Killers to Justice 

And 
Devil’s Knot: The True Story of the West Memphis Three 

Email Linda (above) and she can give you more information about prices, mailing, etc. for all books. 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 

And anna’s books – 

 Just As the Breeze Blows Through Moonlight, and Dharma Friends and the Healthy Living pamphlet are on 
our Compassion Works for All web site – www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com  for a free download – but 

donations are always appreciated! Or you can order a hardcopy book for $15 plus shipping ($5) at my email address: 
anna@aristotle.net 
 

www.JustUsFriends.org. offers helpful videos, articles, and a supportive community.  
AND – cute, cute, cute ONESIES for the AWARE baby.  

Check us out frequently to see what is new and help spread the news by emailing the site to your friends!  
If you are not on our JustUsFriends.org email list, please email me at anna@aristotle.net and I will put you 

on so that you will receive our monthly updates.  
 

  
 

JOIN US at www.JUSTUSFRIENDS.org       
"There is an important link between deep change at the personal level and deep change at the organizational level.  
To make deep personal change is to develop a new paradigm, a new self, one that is more effectively aligned with 
today's realities.  This can occur only if we are willing to journey into unknown territory and confront the wicked 
problems we encounter. This journey does not follow the assumptions of rational planning.  The objective may not 

be clear and the path is not paved with familiar procedures.  This tortuous journey requires that we leave our 
comfort zone and step outside our normal roles.  In doing so, we learn the paradoxical lesson that we can change 

the world only by changing ourselves.  This is not just a cute abstraction; it is an elusive key to effective 
performance in all aspects of life."  -- Robert Quinn in Deep Change 
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If you would like to host a Compassion Works for All fundraising lunch,  
Please let us know and we will plan details with you!!  

This is a friendly and informative way to raise money for our efforts.  
You invite those who you think would appreciate the philanthropic opportunity. We will supply the food and I will 

gladly give a talk to your guests.  
 

 You may forward any past Dharma Friends newsletters, or this newsletter, on to anyone who you believe would benefit 
from them.  If someone has sent this Dharma Friends issue to you as a gift and you would like to join us each month, 

please email anna@aristotle.net for more information about Compassion Works for All, our Dharma Friends 
newsletter, our prison outreach program, and our JustUsFriends.org on-line community.  

You may receive Dharma Friends by email for a $30 tax-deductible donation.  

 If you would prefer a hard copy, the subscription fee is also $30, but unfortunately it is not tax deductible because you 
receive a paper publication for your donation.  

Families of those in prison are invited to receive the newsletter for free, as is anyone who is unable to pay the 
subscription price. 

 

"I, without grasping, will pass beyond sorrow, And I will attain nirvana," one says. Whoever 
grasps like this Has great grasping. - Nagarjuna; Mulamadhyamaka-Karika 

 

 

 


